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a b s t r a c t
First results are presented from a newly developed meteoroid orbit survey, called CAMS – Cameras for
Allsky Meteor Surveillance, which combines meteor detection algorithms for low-light video observations with traditional video surveillance tools. Sixty video cameras at three stations monitor the sky
above 31° elevation. Goal of CAMS is to verify meteor showers in search of their parent comets among
newly discovered near-Earth objects.
This paper outlines the concept of operations, the hardware, and software methods used during operation and in the data reduction pipeline, and accompanies the data release of the ﬁrst batch of meteoroid
orbits. During the month of November 2010, 2169 precisely reduced meteoroid trajectories from 17
nights have an error in the apparent radiant of the trajectory <2° and error in speed <10%. Median values
of the error are 0.31° and 0.53 km/s, respectively, sufﬁcient to resolve the intrinsic dispersion of annual
meteor showers and resolve minor showers from the sporadic background. The limiting visual magnitude
of the cameras is +5.4, recording meteors of +4 magnitude and brighter, bright enough to stand out from
the mostly fainter sporadic meteors detected as under dense radar echoes.
CAMS readily detected all established showers (6) active during the clear nights in November. Of the
showers that needed conﬁrmation, we conﬁrm the theta Aurigids (THA, IAU#390), the chi Taurids
(CTA, IAU#388), and the omicron Eridanids (OER, IAU#338). We conclude that the iota November Aurigids (IAR, IAU#248) are in fact the combined activity of the theta Aurigids and chi Taurids, and this shower
should be dismissed from the list. Finally, there is also a clustering consistent with the zeta Cancrids (ZCN,
IAU#243), but we cannot exclude that this is lower perihelion dust belonging to the Orionid shower.
Data are submitted to the IAU Meteor Data Center on a semi-regular basis, and can be accessed also at
http://cams.seti.org.
Ó 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The IAU Working List of Meteor Showers1 includes 365 meteor
showers, as of September 2010, but only 64 have been established
(Jenniskens, 2006; Jenniskens et al., 2009a,b; Jopek et al., 2010; Williams, 2011).
The goal of the NASA funded CAMS project, Cameras for Allsky
Meteor Surveillance, is to validate the 301 unconﬁrmed showers.
That means measuring the velocity vector and time of arrival of
the approaching meteoroids and determining that a group of meteoroids likely originated from a common parent body (e.g., Galligan,
2003; Jenniskens, 2006; Brown et al., 2008a,b, 2010; Jopek et al.,
2006, 2008). CAMS does so by scaling up existing techniques of
⇑ Corresponding author. Fax: +1 650 962 9419.
1
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multi-station video measurements of meteoroid trajectories (Clifton, 1973; Hawkes and Jones, 1975, 1980; Jobse and de Lignie,
1987; Molau, 1993; Gural, 1995; Koten, 1999; Koten et al., 2003,
2011; Koschny et al., 2004; Kanamori, 2009).
Each validated shower that can be linked conclusively to a
parent body populates our known Solar System with a threedimensional object called a meteoroid stream. The orbit of the
parent can be integrated backward accurately to different epochs
in the past, and a dust cloud generated at that time can be propagated forward to the present. Once a match is found with today’s radiant position, dispersion, and the period of activity,
the association is conﬁrmed, the epoch of ejection determined,
and the three-dimensional distribution of dust calculated. Recent
examples of such work include the association of 2008 ED69 with
the kappa Cygnids (Jenniskens and Vaubaillon, 2008) and that
of 169P/NEAT with the alpha Capricornids (Jenniskens and
Vaubaillon, 2010).
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Such links are important, because they shed light on the physical evolution of the minor planets, mostly Jupiter family comets,
and on the nature of the zodiacal cloud. Recently, we demonstrated
that Jupiter family comets produced more than 85% of the zodiacal
dust cloud, comets that most of the time are dormant (Jenniskens,
2006, 2008a,b; Nesvorny et al., 2010). It is this dust that impacts
satellites and accounts for the bulk of meteoric matter falling on
Earth, creating the micrometeorites found in Antarctica (Nesvorny
et al., 2010; Gounelle, 2011).
The 301 showers that need veriﬁcation were identiﬁed in meteor orbit surveys, or from visual observations of meteor outbursts,
but have not yet been conﬁrmed by independent observations. The
main orbit surveys completed to date are summarized in Table 1,
listing their temporal and spatial resolution, the angular resolution
of the radiant, and the precision of the speed measurement, as well
as the meteor limiting magnitude. The entries are listed in order of
meteor limiting magnitude (but with CAMS given in 1st position),
because this determines how well the showers stand out from the
sporadic background of the meteoroids that suffered interplanetary collisions and therefore no longer carry information about
their stream association.
The sporadic background is a problem for meteors fainter than
about +5 visual magnitude (normalized to a distance of 100 km). At
the +14 limiting magnitude of the AMOR radar survey, only 1–2% of
all meteoroid orbits can be associated with showers (Galligan and
Baggaley, 2005). That percentage increases to 60–70% for meteors
of around +0 magnitude captured in the photographic SuperSchmidt (Jacchia and Whipple, 1961; McCrosky and Posen, 1961)
and small camera surveys (Betlem et al., 1997, 1999). While photographic surveys measure the velocity vector at the top of the atmosphere most precisely, the frequency of bright meteors is much less
than that of faint meteors, so it becomes more difﬁcult to obtain
statistically signiﬁcant numbers. For that reason, many of the
showers in the IAU working list are based on proposed associations
of just a handful of measured meteoroid orbits.
A compromise was struck with the recent Canadian Meteor Orbit Radar (CMOR), which operates in the +8 to +6 magnitude range,
at electron densities just below the over dense echo limit, where
the sporadic background is manageable. Detection rates are high,
but some of that beneﬁt is lost by relatively low measurement
accuracy in angular elements and speed. CMOR has been very successful at ﬁnding new showers and helping establish others
(Brown et al., 2008a,b, 2010). Several of the new showers discovered by CMOR await conﬁrmation from other techniques.
The new video-camera based CAMS system operates just below
the magnitude range where sporadic meteors dominate, into the

photographic domain. CAMS was perceived in 2007 as an approach
to scaling up the measurement of meteoroid orbits of such relatively large meteoroids by using video security camera servers to
monitor the sky with a battery of low-light-level security cameras.
At that time, amateur astronomers were using low-light-level
video cameras for meteor observations and a number of meteor
detection software packages had been developed for meteor
detection (Molau and Gural, 2005), notably MetRec (Molau,
1993, 2008; Molau and Arlt, 1997) and MeteorScan (Gural,
1995, 1997, 2008). Multi-station video observations were only
attempted on a signiﬁcant scale in Japan, but ﬁrst results had
not yet been published. Now, the Japanese amateur observers
(the SonotaCo consortium) deploy more than 100 wide-angle video cameras (60–90° ﬁeld of view) at 25 different sites in central
and south Japan, with data being reduced using the mostly automated UFOCapture, UFOAnalyzer, and UFOOrbit software developed by Kanamori (2009). These are mostly +0 to 3
magnitude meteors. On a smaller scale, such multi-station imaging of meteors are done at Ondrejov (Koten et al., 2003), in the
Netherlands (De Lignie, 1995, 1997), and in Spain (Trigo-Rodriguez et al., 2008), using the FIRBAL software for data reduction
(Ceplecha, 1987). Other programs are pursued at the Astronomical Observatory of Kyiv in Ukraine, using ‘‘Falling Star’’ (Kozak,
2008), at ESA/ESTEC (Koschny et al., 2004), at the University of
Western Ontario (Brown et al., 2002), at Armagh observatory
(Christou and Atreya, 2007), and in Finland (Jenniskens et al.,
2005) using proprietary software, amongst others. Few of these
efforts have good documentation of the procedures used to derive the orbital elements.
In contrast, the CAMS system operates 60 identical narrow-angle ﬁeld-of-view (30°) cameras at only three locations. Imagery
from each site is automatically processed for meteors using the
detection algorithms and modules from the MeteorScan software
package (Gural, 1995, 1997). All the potential meteor tracks are
then gathered together to a single analysis facility at the SETI Institute, where newly developed software for calibration and multistation coincidence processing produces atmospheric trajectories
and orbital elements.
With this paper, we release the ﬁrst batch of meteoroid orbits
measured during the CAMS commissioning phase in November of
2010, when only two of the three stations were in operation. The
CAMS approach proved to be so effective that it took only four clear
nights (nine clear nights if only data with DDec < 0.24° and
DV < 2% are considered) to obtain more than the harvest of 413
precisely reduced orbits of the 3-year Harvard SuperSchmidt
program in 1951–1953. This paper outlines the hardware and

Table 1
Relative performance of meteoroid orbit surveys. Listed are temporal (Dt), spatial (error in range, DR), angular (one sigma error in Declination of the radiant, DDecl.), and velocity
resolution DV, as well as the meteor limiting magnitude.a
Survey

Techn.

Dt (s)

DR (km)

DDecl. (°)

DV (%)

Meteor lm

Years in operation

#

Notes

Ref.

CAMS
DMS
Sonotaco
SuperSchmidt
SuperSchmidt
Ondrejov
DMS
Adelaide I
CMOR
Adelaide II
Harvard II
Harvard I
AMOR I
AMOR II

LLLTV
Photo
LLLTV
Photo
Photo
i-LLLTV
i-LLLTV
Radar
Radar
Radar
Radar
Radar
Radar
Radar

0.017
0.04
0.017
0.04
0.04
0.017
0.033
0.01
0.002
0.01
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.003

0.06
0.02
0.10
2
0.05
0.03
0.10
–.–
3.0
–.–
–.–
–.–
1.0
1.0

0.31
0.08
0.6
1
0.12
0.17
0.24
1.5
3
1.5
5
5
0.8
0.8

1.3
0.6
2.8
1
1.0
0.6
1.5
5
5
5
5
5
10 (3–20)
10 (3–20)

+4
+0
+2
+2
+2
+5
+6
+6
+8
+8
+10
+10
+13
+14

2010
1972–2001
2007–2009
1951–1953
1951–1953
1998–2001
1991–2002
1960–1961
1999–2006
1968–1969
1968–1969
1961–1965
1990–1994
1995–1999

2495
1344
54,650
2529
413
817
1180
2092
3  106
1667
19,698
19,327
106
5  105

Interactive
Interactive
Automated
Graphic
Interactive
Interactive
Interactive
Automated
Automated
Automated
Automated
Automated
Automated
Automated

This
B99
K09
MP61
JW61
K03
dL97
N64
B08
GE75
S76
S73
GB05
B94

a
JW61 = Jacchia and Whipple (1961); MP61 = McCrosky and Posen (1961); N64 = Nillson (1964); GE75 = Gattrell and Elford (1975); S73 = Sekanina (1973); S76 = Sekanina
(1976); B94 = Baggaley et al. (1994); GB05 = Galligan and Baggaley (2005); B99 = Betlem et al. (1999); dL97 = de Lignie (1997); K03 = Koten et al. (2003); B08 = Brown et al.
(2008a,b); K09 = Kanamori (2009).
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software approaches that produced the released data. Implications
of the new data for the proposed showers in November are
discussed.

2. Methods
2.1. Hardware description
The camera type was chosen based on a trade study that evaluated the performance of a variety of video meteor camera systems
ca. 2007 (Table 2). They included non-intensiﬁed and intensiﬁed
systems examining cost, sky coverage, meteor limiting magnitude,
and ﬂux detected. In this evaluation, a meteor simulation tool
MeteorSim (Gural, 2001) was used to put each system on an even
playing ﬁeld with each unique system’s sensor characteristics
gathered from a variety of meteor observers around the world,
both amateur and professional. The meteoroid stream parameters
employed in the study were for a typical meteor processing an initial entry speed of V1 = 42 km/s, beginning height hb = 98 km, end
height he = 86 km, magnitude distribution index r = 3.0, radiant at
the zenith, sensor elevation angle of 50°, and included losses for
angular velocity, extinction and distance fading. The quoted meteor limiting magnitude is for the speciﬁed stream parameters
including angular velocity losses at a range of 130 km and radiant
distance of 40°. The counts listed in Table 2 should be used strictly
in a relative sense to compare to the other camera systems listed in
the table.
The highest rates are detected using intensiﬁed cameras, because they are more sensitive by about two magnitudes than
low-light-level cameras. Unfortunately, because of their limited
lifetime intensiﬁed cameras are not suitable for long-duration surveys. Among un-intensiﬁed low-light-level cameras, the Watec
902 H2 Ultimate is the most sensitive. Low-light-level-cameras
equipped with powerful f/0.8 lenses produce the best detected
rates, but the image quality of such lenses generally degrades with
decreasing f-number. We struck a compromise by using f/1.2
lenses. In order to cover the sky above 30°, the required astrometric precision and the number of cameras that can be reasonably
deployed dictated the required camera ﬁeld of view.
Each observing station (Fig. 1) consists of a camera box enclosure mounted with twenty Watec 902 H2 Ultimate video cameras
(Fig. 2). The enclosure is equipped with a roll-off sun shade that
keeps out inclement weather and direct solar illumination during
daytime. Windbreaks deﬂect high mountain winds and help minimize video jitter. The camera battery was mounted either near or
on a small weather-proof building or trailer that could support

the power requirements and house the ﬁve Linux-based video surveillance servers necessary for the twenty cameras. Each server
was equipped with a hard drive, processor, software suite, and
DVD burner.
Each Watec 902 H2 Ultimate (EIA type) low-light level video
security camera has a 1/2 inch interline transfer CCD (Sony ICX249ALL EXview Hole Accumulation Diode) with 811 horizontal
and 508 vertical pixels, of which 768  494 are being used. The
pixel size is 8.4 (horizontal)  9.8 (vertical) lm. The output is a
composite 640  480 pixel 29.97 frames/s 2:1 interlaced NTSC format video (1 V peak-to-peak, 75 ohms, unbalanced). The advertised sensitivity (at f/1.4) is 100 microlux. The camera’s shutter
mode is in the ‘‘off’’ position, meaning that the shutter speed is
1/60 s. The CCD has a relative response between 380 and
1000 nm, with higher than 50% relative response between 400
and 770 nm. Fig. 3 shows the factory-provided relative response.
The camera’s backlight area switch was in the ‘‘off’’ position, meaning that the whole CCD is used to correct the gain.
The Watec 902 H2 Ultimate cameras are operated with a gamma = 0.45 (‘‘LO’’) setting, and a ‘‘LO’’ setting automatic gain control = 5–32 dB, providing a star limiting magnitude of about +5.4
magnitude (1 sigma) and good response to moonlight and twilight
conditions. In principle, the camera gamma correction can be
turned off and the gain set manually between 2 and 60 db, but
the CAMS cameras in automatic gain setting still work well into
twilight and protect the camera for daylight exposure. Here, photometric linearity is sacriﬁced (but see below) to astrometric usefulness (keeping stars visible under a variety of conditions) and
automatic operation in a range of background light conditions.
Few CCD hotspots are present, although cosmic rays do occasionally cause false star-like points. Hotspots are known to increase with time, to about 10 bright hot pixels after 16 months
of operation (I. Yrjölä, private comm.). There is a weak vertical
striping, possibly due to classic ampliﬁer gain shifts in CCD designs
that have separate amps covering small groups of columns. For low
counts these become apparent when the image is stretched.
The camera conﬁguration is shown in Fig. 2. The optics f-number and focal length (directly related to the ﬁeld of view) was selected to be sensitive to the relatively bright meteors needed to
bring out the showers from the sporadic background and provide
a sharp focus. Nineteen of those cameras are equipped with a Pentax model C61215KP 12-mm f/1.2 lens (C-to-CS adaptor ring), with
diaphragm set full open at f = 1.2 and focused on the background
stars. Note that both diaphragm and focus are manually locked
down. These cameras have a ﬁeld of view of 22.0°  30.2°, or a spatial resolution of 2.80 /pixel (640  480 pixels). Eight are pointed at
an elevation of 63°. The other eleven are pointed at an elevation

Table 2
Meteor camera trade study of models available in 2007/2008.
Camera

Rate (fps)

Dt (s)

Lens focal length

Focal ratio

F.O.V.
HW

Resol. per pix

Stellar lm

Meteor lm

Rate expected

Watec 902 H2U
Sony HB-710E
Watec 902 H2U
1004X
MTV 12 V6 EX
Watec 902 H2
MTV 12 V6 EX
X1332 + generic
Watec 902 H2U
X1332 + PC164C
PC164C 1/300
LH1 11000 Kodak 1p
SPFN 4k  4k
Watec 902 H2U

30i
30i
30i
25i
25i
30i
25i
25i
30i
30i
30i
30i
0.033i
30i

0.0167
0.0167
0.0167
0.02
0.02
0.0167
0.02
0.02
0.0167
0.0167
0.0167
0.5
30
0.0167

Pentax 12 mm
Rainbow 1.6 mm
Computar 6 mm
AVC 4 mm
Computar 3.8 mm
Computar 3.8 mm
Computar 6 mm
Nikon 50 mm
Fujinon 25 mm
Nikon 50 mm
Computar 50 mm
Canon 50 mm
–.–
Orion 150 mm

f/1.2
f/1.4
f/0.8
f/1.2
f/0.8
f/0.8
f/0.8
f/1.4
f/0.85
f/1.4
f/1.3
f/1.2
–.–
f/1.6

21  30°
180°
44  60°
48  64°
69  89°
69  89°
48  64°
33  43°
11  14°
30  40°
3.75  5°
27  40°
180°
3  4°

2.570
170
5.620
5.00
6.950
6.950
5.00
4.170
1.310
3.750
0.430
0.60
2.630
0.380

+5.4
+1.0
+3.0
+3.2
+3.8
+3.8
+4.0
+6.0
+6.5
+7.0
+8.2
+9.0
+9.0
+10.2

+3.8
+1.0
+2.2
+2.1
+3.0
+3.0
+2.9
+4.8
+4.1
+5.7
+4.7
+2.1
0.8
+6.5

1750
3050
1340
1410
8280
8280
3532
8770
780
32,300
260
460
970
1340
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Fig. 1. CAMS stations. Top: Fremont Peak Observatory station during installation in July of 2010, showing both the outside view with, from left to right, Stefﬁ Valkov, Loren
Dynneson, Erin Leidy, Kevin Newman, and Ronda Dynneson, and the inside view with Mike Koop operating CAMS. Middle: Lick Observatory setup operated by Bryant Grigsby,
overlooking the coastal range towards Fremont Peak. Bottom (and inset): Mountain View setup operated by Peter Jenniskens.

of 42°. Each camera is oriented with the long axis of the ﬁeld horizontal to the horizon (to within a few degrees). This leaves a hole
in the zenith, which is covered by a camera equipped with an 8mm f/2.8 lens, with a ﬁeld of view of 28.7°  36.9° (3.60 /pixel). This

slightly lower spatial resolution and sensitivity is compensated by
the shorter range to the meteors that are detected by this zenith
camera. Together, the suite of 20 cameras at one site, completely
cover the sky above an elevation of 31°.
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Fig. 2. Left: Conﬁguration of Watec 902 H2 Ultimate low-light-level cameras at each station. Right: Corresponding mosaic of video images at one moment in time. The video
ﬁelds are in gnomonic projection, with the zenith at the center of the image (+).

Fig. 3. Responsivity of each camera as a function of the relevant elevation pointing
angles of 90°, 63°, and 42°. The window transmission for each viewing angle is
shown by a thin line. The Watec 902 H2 camera responsivity and the lens
transmission are shown as thick gray lines.

The cameras are enclosed in a weather proof box with a horizontal ﬂat optical window of a 6-mm thick low-iron sodalime ﬂoat
glass with two-sided multi-layer anti-reﬂection coating (Optiwhite
glass of Pilkington, sold as Opticlear Water White glass from American Computer Optics, Inc). The window is transparent above the
atmospheric ozone cut-off at 300 nm, into the near infrared at
2770 nm. The transmission curve was measured in the range
350–870 nm for camera angles of 90° (0° angle from boresight),
63° and 42° (Fig. 3). Results were extrapolated using an exponential function for wavelengths 870–1000 nm. The anti-reﬂection
coating is responsible for the transmission in the near-UV increasing slightly with higher angles from bore sight.
To prevent condensation from dew, air in the box is heated by
the latent heat from a Q-See QS1210 camera power supply unit
(12 V DC output/115 VAC 60 Hz 1.45 amp input, equipped with a
ﬁlter to suppress interference from switching), which has been
mounted against the aluminum support structure below the cam-

eras, and in addition by a 25 W/4.5 m Repti Heat Cable heating
cable mounted against the box lid. Both the heating cable and
power supply are connected to a dawn/dusk timer, which provides
electricity to the cameras and heating element only at night.
Sunlight shining directly onto the Watec 902 H2 sensor system,
which focuses the Sun’s rays through the lens onto the surface of
the focal plane, could potentially cause damage to the CCD, but
we found that direct sunlight did not damage the cameras when
mounted in the box and the power was off. Nevertheless, the box
is covered by a shade during daytime, the motor for the shade
being triggered by a mechanical timer set a few hours before dusk
and after dawn. The shade retreats to an angle of about 45° during
the night’s observations, loosening any snow that may have been
collected during daytime. The shade also prevents the inside of
the box from heating above 40 °C in daytime. Without the shade,
the internal box temperature was found to reach about 52 °C during a typical summer afternoon. The cameras can handle this heat,
and direct sunlight, but not with power connected. A dusk/dawn
sensor prevents power to the box in daytime.
Each camera has a short 75-ohm impedance video cable (RG58/U) that provides the video signal to a BNC patch panel. From
there, a series of 20–60 ft. video cables carry the signal to the computers, located inside a building or in a small trailer.
Each set of four cameras is monitored by a video data server
from Border Collie Solutions, Inc. (BCSI), normally used in video
surveillance for security purposes. Video was written to disk during each overnight observing period, which runs from the end of
civil twilight at dusk to the beginning of civil twilight at dawn (period deﬁned by the operator). The total power consumption of box
and video servers is about 740 W during night-time operations
when video is stored to disk, 950 W during daylight processing
of the video ﬁles recorded at night, and 540 W during standby periods the rest of the day.

2.2. Software description: Video ﬁle format
Fig. 4 shows the data ﬂowchart from raw video ingest to processed orbital elements. For the operational and data reduction
pipeline software, there were two major development efforts. On
the recording side, both a customized compression code and the
MeteorScan detection modules were interfaced with the BCSI driver program, which was installed onto each of the servers. Included
with the install were conﬁguration ﬁles that contained MeteorScan
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Fig. 4. Data ﬂowchart.

parameters that could be adjusted for optimal meteor detection
(Fig. 4, top). The compressed video ﬁle recording operates at night
while the meteor detection processing runs during the subsequent
daylight hours, both autonomously for up to 2 weeks unattended.
Periodic visits are made to the sites to collect archived detection
ﬁles and reset camera operations. Once the data DVDs are gathered
together at the analysis facility, the post-detection processing begins which includes programs and modules for decompression
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(FFviewer), movie reconstruction (CameraMovies), all-sky mosaic
generation (Mosaic), astrometric calibration (MeteorCal, and MeteorCal_Update), detection reprocessing (Reprocess), and coincident
meteor association (Coincidence), the latter of which produces
atmospheric trajectories and orbits for meteors observed from
multiple sites. Note that aspects of the trajectory estimation and
orbit determination were tackled in a new manner best suited
for the data set in hand.
The operational software of the BCSI servers was modiﬁed early
in the project to a mode in which all video imagery was written to
disk using a unique compression scheme. This decision was made
because use of standard DVR compression using MPEG would have
been detrimental to the high contrast image quality and scientiﬁc
value of the meteor videos. This was made possible by employing
the DVR’s onboard processing capability and use of a customized
compression code that could operate on four video channels in
real-time.
The particular output format chosen contains four image components for every 256 frames, thus creating a set of so-called ‘‘Four
Frame’’ (FF) ﬁles. The technique is similar to the one employed by
the Croatian Meteor Network (Gural and Segon, 2009) and originated by Mark Vornhusen. This compression method was enhanced for CAMS to process blocks of only 256 images and save
on a pixel-by-pixel basis, the maximum value for each pixel, its
associated frame number, the temporal mean, and the temporal
standard deviation. Fig. 5 shows an example of these four component frames from a spatial chip-out of a video sequence. The result
is that 256 frames are compressed into four frames with sufﬁcient
information for normalizing the response in each pixel to retrieve
the detection as well as reconstructing the temporally propagating
streak signature of the meteors. This process leaves no artifacts
that can affect the astrometric precision since the temporal mean
is effectively stored as a loss–less image. Thus the compressed video sequence has sufﬁcient information so that it can be reconstituted later into a video showing the stars integrated over the 8-s
time interval and the meteor moving against the background of
stars.
The reason this compression mode is acceptable for meteors
is that they are typically brighter than the background and thus
their space–time propagation history (maximum value and associated frame number) has been recorded for each meteor track
position. However, this compression scheme does not retain
information about wakes or short persistent emissions that
may be present after the passage of the meteor, since the direct
illumination from the meteor itself will swamp the value for any
given pixel.
An FF-viewer program has been written to extract the four component frames from any given FF ﬁle and present them in a bit

Fig. 5. Compressed ﬁle components of the four-frame format. From left to right: maximum pixel value during 256 frames, frame number of maximum pixel value, mean of
256 frames excluding the maximum value, and the standard deviation around the mean.
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mapped graphics output format. To keep track of each compressed
video sequence, every recorded ﬁle is tagged by encoding the ﬁlename with the camera number, date, and UT time. File
FF041_20101101_070612_753_0586420.bin, for example, gives
information about camera number (041), the date (2010-11-01),
the time of day (07:06:12.753 UT), and the ﬁrst frame number in
the sequence since the start of the observation (586420).
During daylight hours, the servers process the previous night’s
ﬁles by rebuilding the temporal frame imagery and running the
Hough line detection modules of MeteorScan 3.2 that basically
search for linearly propagating streaks. If a meteor is detected,
the ﬁle is ﬂagged for archiving and the next ﬁle processed. Each
hour, an additional ﬁle is saved (even if no motion was detected)
so that it can be used for camera calibration (providing a clean star
ﬁeld) and for weather/cloud coverage monitoring. Once all cameras
for a speciﬁc DVR are processed, the non-archived ﬁles (no detections found) are erased to make space for the next night’s recordings. Saving only potential detection ﬁles allows the system to run
autonomously without running out of disk space for at least
2 weeks.
For the camera systems employed by CAMS, the best results
were obtained with Hough line parameter settings j = 10, k1 = 6,
k2 = 4, k3 = 8 and kb = 7, and H = 192, which resulted in about a
50% false alarm rate. With these settings, we detect 100% of magnitude +4 meteors and 25% of magnitude +5 meteors in the ﬁeld of
view on a clear night (test performed during 2010 Perseids). The
high false alarm rate was considered acceptable since the multistation coincidence processing removes nearly all the false tracks
in a later step, and this helps to push the detection limits to lower
limiting magnitudes.
Bimonthly, the system is visited to download the detection-only
ﬁles to DVD, the optics cleaned if necessary, the onboard DVR
clocks synced to UT, and the system restarted for another period
of collection. Fully off-site connectivity via internet would be desirable, but the Fremont Peak site does not have internet access, thus
the need for periodic human operator visits to verify normal
operations.
The FF ﬁles containing candidate meteor detections from all
participating stations are transported to the central processing
facility at the SETI Institute and each night of data is combined
in a single disk folder for subsequent processing. Once the data
are copied, a video ﬁle is generated that provides an overview of
the Max Pixel Frame image of each series of FF ﬁles for a given
camera. The most suitable frame (read: one that has a recognizable
constellation pass through the ﬁeld of view) can then be selected
for sub-pixel (1 arcmin) calibration of the camera plate constants
and pointing directions. Typically, all cameras are re-calibrated
once a night, in a more automated fashion once those plate constants and pointing directions are known.
2.3. Timing and reference frame
The time system used is that of the Global Positioning System
(GPS), providing time in Universal Coordinated Time (UTC) and
the Gregorian calendar. GPS also provides the coordinates for the
observing sites, in Geodetic latitude and longitude and heights relative to the WGS84 spheroid. The WGS84 spheroid is geocentric
and globally consistent within ±1 m, with semi-major axis radius
of 6378.1370 km and ﬂattening 1/f = 298.257223563.
We keep a record of the current leap seconds to relate UTC to
dynamic time. Remember that UTC is related to atomic time, but
corrected for slowing of the Earth’s rotation. UTC is incremented
by integer seconds (leap seconds) to stay within 0.9 s from UT1,
the time deﬁned by the Sun’s passing of the meridian. The difference was 34 leap seconds in 2010. The issuing of those leap seconds is not predictable and to stay current, we introduced a

look-up table that needs to be updated when a new leap second
is introduced (usually on the 30th of June or 31st of December).
The older astrometric software uses Ephemeris Time (ET), the
closest available approximation to a uniform time for planetary
motion calculations. A jump of 32.184 s was introduced on January
1, 1977, to make the transition from ET to UTC continuous. ET is
now called ‘‘TDT’’ or ‘‘TT’’: the Terrestrial Dynamic Time, deﬁned
as
TT = atomic
time + 32.184 s.
So
for
May
2011,
TT = UTC + 66.184 s. Orbit calculations tend to use Barycentric Dynamic Time (TDB), which differs from TT in a periodic manner up
to 1.6 ms, but that accuracy goes beyond our precision in absolute
time. TDB takes relativistic effects into account and is deﬁned for
the barycenter of the Solar System. Our orbit calculations are based
on the planetary positions calculated in VSOP87 (Bretagnon and
Francou, 1988) as in Variations Séculaires des Orbites Planétaires,
rotated slightly (0.0900 in longitude and 0.0400 in latitude) to the
new FK5 coordinate system. Note that the software by Neslusan
et al. (1998), which is often used to translate orbital elements into
predicted geocentric radiant and speed (Vaubaillon et al., 2005a,b),
is based on VSOP82 (Bretagnon, 1982). Both refer to inertial and
dynamical ecliptic and equinox J2000.0.
Our absolute timing accuracy is determined by the precision of
setting the computer clocks, which is presently only accurate to at
best ±1 s. Timing information is retrieved from the video server
clocks. The servers have the ability to retrieve time from the internet directly, but our servers are not yet connected to the internet at
all sites. Instead, the time is inserted by hand from a hand-held GPS
unit. In future improvements, a GPS unit will be interfaced to the
computers for a regular correction of the server’s internal clock.
When not connected to the internet, the computer clock drifts up
to 10 s per week, but more typically 1–3 s per week. The drift is
proportional to the duration of unattended operation of a server
and can vary for different servers. The servers with the least time
drift are used to calibrate the time scale of the other servers.
Relative time differences can be retrieved to better than ±0.1 s
after the ﬁrst round of data reduction, using the recorded meteors
as synchronization markers. Time offsets are tabulated in the CameraTimeOffsets.txt ﬁle, which is used by the Coincidence software
to derive the correct times from those listed in the ﬁle headers
(correct time is header time plus the offsets listed in the CameraTimeOffsets ﬁle). Large time offsets (>10 s) can affect the calibration. Thus the FF ﬁles are later renamed with the correct time
(AdjustFFtimestamp), the camera calibration is repeated, and the
FF ﬁles reprocessed.
2.4. Astrometry
The plate constants are derived by translating the star coordinates into a gnomonic projection and ﬁtting a cubic polynomial
function of the form:

f ðx; yÞ ¼ a1 þ a2 x þ a3 y þ a4 x2 þ a5 xy þ a6 y2 þ a7 x3 þ a8 x2 y
þ a9 xy2 þ a10 y3

ð1Þ

to at least 12 star positions, but typically in the range 40–120 stars.
Here, we follow the same procedure as is used by FIRBAL (Ceplecha,
1987). An odd order polynomial is the preferred model for CCD sensor systems. A linear ﬁrst order ﬁt had signiﬁcantly larger residuals,
while a ﬁfth order polynomial ﬁt produced no further reduction in
the residuals. There are more than sufﬁcient stars spread across the
entire focal plane to provide a high quality cubic ﬁt to the optical
distortions. Based on a 256-frame average, the star limiting magnitude is 3.0 magnitudes fainter than that for the single-frame detection of meteors, i.e. the stellar limiting magnitude is nominally
about +8.4. It is not uncommon to detect 300 stars in the ﬁeld of
view.
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The observed positions are compared to those taken from the
STARS8TH_VBVRI catalog (extracted from the SKY2000 v.3 Master
Catalog), which lists all known stars down to magnitude V = +8.0.
The ‘‘MeteorCal’’ program, which calculates the plate constants
for each camera, ﬁrst asks to identify three stars. It then uses a linear ﬁt to provide proposed associations, which need to be conﬁrmed by the analyst. After six stars are identiﬁed, the software
automatically associates an observed star with a catalog star and
asks for conﬁrmation. After 12 stars have been identiﬁed, the software proceeds to ﬁt a cubic polynomial to make such associations.
When the analyst has decided that a sufﬁcient number of stars
are measured, the software calculates the observed minus calculated (O  C) astrometric positions. All objects with O  C less than
the mean plus one sigma of the mean residual are retained for the
next ﬁt and new coefﬁcients computed at the discretion of the
user. This process can be repeated, until the required precision is
achieved (mean O  C = <1.20 for zenith camera and O  C < 1.00
for all others). This process removes any erroneous associations
of catalog stars to measured centroids as often occurs with close
double stars. The precision of the ﬁt can be improved by removing
more outliers, but at the peril of not covering the ﬁeld homogeneously enough. The software can handle obstructions in the ﬁeld
of view from trees and buildings.
These plate constants typically result in a deviation for star
positions between observed and catalog values of 1.0 ± 0.50 , corresponding to about 1/3 pixel. The plate constants are stored in a
‘‘Cal⁄.txt’’ ﬁle for each camera along with all the imagery metadata
and star positions used in the ﬁts.
When the camera battery box stays in a ﬁxed position and orientation for each night, the previous night’s calibration ﬁles can be
used to perform a daily re-calibration of the star ﬁeld in an automated fashion using the ‘‘MeteorCal_Update’’ program. This eliminates the point and click calibration tedium when updating the
calibration for 60 cameras. The software tool correlates the star
catalog to the star images of the reference frame, searching within
a 3 pixel wide box. Once the association is made, the operator can
remove outlier stars until reaching the required precision.
Once the cameras are calibrated, the ‘‘Reprocess’’ software,
which employs MeteorScan’s detection modules, uses the most recent calibration ﬁle generated on or before the date of observation,
but speciﬁcally the latest ﬁle of that day, to calculate the astrometric positions of the meteor for each recorded frame along its track.
It also uses the geographic position of each camera as deﬁned in
the CameraSites.txt ﬁle. This ﬁle contains GPS measured positions
of the sites, which are stored as geodetic latitude, longitude, and
height above the WGS84 ellipsoid. Appropriate conversion to geocentric latitude and Earth centered, Earth ﬁxed Cartesian coordinates when needed internally in the software, follow the
standard conversion formulae. The meteor position is computed
from the centroid of a small box placed around the meteor image
obtained by reconstituting the appropriate temporal frame from
the FF ﬁle. That frame has had the mean removed and been ﬂat
ﬁelded by the standard deviation in each pixel.
2.5. Trajectory reconstruction
The coincidence software (Coincidence) ﬁnds all meteor tracks
that are spatially and temporally coincident, within a deﬁned range
of time (nominally ±3 s) and between altitudes of 40 and 200 km.
These conﬁguration parameters are listed in CoincidenceParameters.txt and settable by the user. A signiﬁcant fraction of false coincidences are found because of the presence of planes, clouds, trees,
and the Moon. Typically, about half of the coincidences found are
false. To make sure that the results of each coincidence pertain
to a single meteor, we adopted an interactive approach. An analyst
is asked to conﬁrm each result. The trajectory solution (see below)
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is plotted, with each camera track shown in a different color. Up to
16 different cameras from multiple sites can be combined into a
single trajectory solution. We plot the meteor’s light curve (magnitude versus altitude in the range 140–40 km) and two orthogonal
views of the meteor trajectory as seen from above (latitude versus
longitude) and from the side (altitude versus down range). The
overhead view can be zoomed in and out to show the location of
the observing sites. This combined display format proved very
effective at showing the projection of the measurements on the
trajectory solution and for a human analyst to decide whether a
meteor is detected and well estimated. By choosing the range in
altitude between 140 and 40 km, we introduce a bias to acceptable
solutions that is sufﬁciently broad to not exclude realistic
solutions.
The FIRBAL software (Ceplecha, 1987) calculates the atmospheric trajectory from each set of two multi-station images by ﬁtting planes from each station to the projected directions of the
meteor track, calculating the normal vectors to the best ﬁtting
plane per camera, nk, and then intersecting the planes and calculating the radiant by taking the vector cross product n1  n2. The average trajectory from multiple cameras is calculated from combining
a weighted mean of all possible pairs.
Currently, we take this intersection plane approach only as the
ﬁrst estimate of the three-dimensional starting location and direction of the meteoroid trajectory, adopting the position and radiant
for the camera pair with the highest convergence angle. Next we
switch to the method proposed by Borovicka (1990), where the position and radiant direction are now reﬁned from the ﬁrst step relying solely on minimizing the sum of angles (vice distance in the
paper) between all camera measurements and the three dimensional line from the ﬁrst step, ignoring any temporal information.
Each measurement of meteoroid position (each video frame) deﬁnes a line from a camera to the meteor track. We iteratively adjust the ﬁrst-guess trajectory line until the sum of the squares of
the closest approach angles for each measurement is minimized.
Because we have frame-by-frame temporal measurements, we
can determine the velocity as well, except there is an unknown
timing offset between the unsynchronized cameras. Thus we employ a simplex non-linear equation solver to ﬁt the best propagating linear motion model to all the site and camera measurements
provided:

X k ðt ¼ jdsÞ ¼ X b þ V 1  ½t þ Dt k  tb  þ aðt þ Dt k  t b Þ

ð2Þ

where j counts the uniformly spaced time (t) intervals ds at a rate of
29.97 Hz and the beginning position vector Xb at time of ﬁrst break
tb introduces three unknowns, the initial velocity vector at the top
of the atmosphere V1 has three unknowns, the deceleration (a)
has 0, 1, or 2 unknowns depending on the method used (see below),
and the time offset Dtk introduces an unknown for each camera. The
measurements are compared to the model by minimizing the inverse cosine of the dot product between measurement vectors
and modeled positions relative to each site: measured (j, k).
[Xk(jds)  rk], with rk the site position vector relative to the center
of the Earth.
To obtain convergence on the global minimum, good guesses for
radiant position, 3D begin point for the meteor, velocity and timing
offsets between cameras are necessary. Thus the solution is computed for each component separately holding other ﬁxed and only
as a last step is the complete set of parameters adjusted
simultaneously.
In considering the details of including the temporal measurement information, we utilize the fact that the measurements from
any given camera’s video are spaced in equal time steps, and all
measurements of the track relate to the same meteor event. We
use a two-point solution for the averaged velocity guess across
all camera tracks and iteratively solve for the timing offsets
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between the unsynchronized cameras keeping all other parameters ﬁxed. We can then reﬁne the velocity and deceleration parameters given the timing offsets and all other parameters ﬁxed.
Finally as indicated earlier, we iteratively solve for all the variable
parameters simultaneously, given that a good estimate is now
available for each of the unknowns. Note that the simplex solution
could be weighted by each measurement’s conﬁdence or accuracy,
but for now all weights are assumed equal. Thus in summary, after
calculating the approximate trajectory, we obtain the timing offsets, the entry velocity, deceleration terms, and then iterate with
all parameters unconstrained.
This provides a single solution for an unlimited number of colocated cameras and cameras located at different measurement
sites, without trying to average the radiants from each intersecting
planes solution. There is also no need to manually adjust the timing errors between cameras (typically up to a few seconds). Timing
differences between cameras are computed as a natural part of the
solution, which can be used as an additional discriminator in the
evaluation of coincidences.
A model for the changing velocity or deceleration of the meteor
moving along the ﬁtted line is included. Here, we use the standard
deﬁnitions for velocity adopted by the IAU in 1958 (Millman,
1961), with Va (instrumental velocity) the uncorrected velocity as
recorded by the instrument; Vo (observed velocity) the observed
velocity corrected for instrumental errors of all types, V1 (noatmosphere velocity) the corrected Vo velocity for deceleration in
the Earth’s atmosphere. For the latter, we adopt three possible
solutions, a linear ﬁt with constant deceleration (the acceleration
values listed in the ﬁnal record are a1 and a2):

V o ðtÞ ¼ V 1  a1 t;

a2 ¼ 0

xðtÞ ¼ x0 þ V 1 t  a1 t

2

ð3aÞ
ð3bÞ

a quadratic ﬁt adding a constant change in deceleration:

V o ðtÞ ¼ V 1  a1 t  a2 t 2

ð4aÞ

xðtÞ ¼ x0 þ V 1 t  ð1=2Þa1 t 2  ð1=3Þa2 t3

ð4bÞ

and an empirical equation proposed by Whipple and Jacchia (1957)
and Jacchia et al. (1967), which consists of an initial deceleration a1
at t = 0, which then exponentially increases as deﬁned by the constant a2:

V o ðtÞ ¼ V 1 þ a1 a2  a1 a2 expða2 tÞ

ð5aÞ

xðtÞ ¼ x0 þ a1 þ V 1 t  a1 expða2 tÞ

ð5bÞ

Here, we force the solution to converge on positive values of a1 and
a2. The operator can choose between these equations through the
setting in the Coincidence conﬁguration ﬁle.
The process ﬁrst estimates the initial velocity as the average
velocity along the trajectory, then applies the simplex procedure
to ﬁt all observed directions towards individual meteor breaks to
ﬁt V1, a1, and a2 (if so requested by the user). It is found that
including the value of a2 in Eqs. (5) does not much affect that of
a1, with the value derived from Eqs. (3) being very similar. For that
reason, the nominal solution we have used in the reported trajectory solutions is that associated with Eqs. (5).
To calculate the error in the measured trajectory, speed and
deceleration, a Monte Carlo approach is taken, because of the
non-linearities involved in forming the trajectory solution. The
program loops over Monte Carlo trials always initiating from the
no-noise solution, adding limited extent Gaussian noise to the
measurements. Obtaining a new solution for each trial is then combined for multiple trials to produce a statistical standard deviation
for the critical parameters of radiant direction, initial velocity, and
the two acceleration parameters. Since the original solution is used
as input, the convergence is fairly rapid for the noise added cases,

so we were able to do ten noise hypotheses and not notice any signiﬁcant delay in displaying the next solution during the user interactive session.
The calculated error bars are one sigma (standard deviations)
around the primary (no additional noise) solution. The added
Gaussian noise to the angle measurements (with limitation not
to exceed 3 sigma) is based on the accuracy in which the meteor
track centroids are estimated in units of pixels converted to Right
Ascension and Declination offsets (the normally distributed random draw is limited in value to less than 2sigma). A parameter
in the CoincidenceParameters.txt ﬁle speciﬁes the Gaussian distribution sigma in pixels. We are currently using 0.4 pixels, where
this gets scaled by the known angular resolution of the camera,
so that different resolution cameras are readily handled within
the same solution. The value of 0.3 pixels however, might be closer
to our latest astrometric accuracy.
We tested the intersection plane algorithm against the 1982
version of FIRBAL, using Astrorecord to collect the astrometric
information (de Lignie, 1995), next used the TURNER software to
obtain azimuth and elevation, and GEFITS (part of FIRBAL) to obtain the best ﬁt planes. We discovered that the 1982 version of
TURNER introduced small errors (up to 0.5°) in relating equatorial positions to azimuth and elevation. This software was since
abandoned.
We also simulated the performance of the new algorithm in
20,000 Monte Carlo trials, where a meteor was taken to propagate
due north, the location of stations 1 and 2 were taken uniformly
distributed over a 111  111 km area centered under the meteor
begin point, the meteor radiant elevation was varied uniformly
from 10° to 80°, the meteor entry velocity was distributed uniformly between 12 and 72 km/s, and the camera properties were
as in the CAMS system: sampling rate of 60 Hz (interleaved row
centroiding), 2.80 pixel scale, and 0.3 pixel one-sigma measurement
error. The number of measurements per camera track was uniformly varied from 10 to 30. We ﬁnd that, unlike the traditional angle-only techniques, the new algorithm works even for
convergence angles between the (initial) intersecting planes as
small as 2°, because it implicitly includes a third dimension
(range). The temporal spacing between measurements introduces
a relationship between range and subtended angle. Those small
convergence angles are mostly due to the meteor moving in line
with the two stations. The new method solves for such situations
to <0.4° radiant estimation error for convergence angles as small
as 2°. We ﬁnd a signiﬁcant improvement also for foreshortened
meteors that are observed near the radiant (factor of two if that angle is as small as 2°), and an overall factor 1.5 improvement in
accuracy both in radiant and speed for convergence angles less
than 25°. Above 25°, the trajectory estimation is equivalent to
more traditional approaches.
In future improvements, the curvature of the track can also be
included in the trajectory ﬁt. The curvature tends to be negligible
for the meteor tracks studied here as the majority are of short
duration. We could also account for the stations moving relative
to each other between each measurement thus accounting for
the Earth’s rotation at different latitudes. We assume that the
meteoroid is not locked into the atmosphere – that is the atmosphere has not imparted a translational shift to the track due to
drag forces for typical meteors. Some of these assumptions may
not apply for bright ﬁreballs and deep atmospheric penetration.
2.6. No-Earth ‘‘Geocentric’’ radiant and speed
Converting from the geocentric position and velocity vector at
the beginning of the meteoroid trajectory into heliocentric position
and velocity, requires removing the effects of the rotation and
gravitational attraction of Earth. Here is where the various meteor
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orbital element software packages used to date differ most significantly. Most existing packages for meteoroid orbits are based on
Ceplecha (1987), who developed the MORBAR routine as part of
the FIRBAL software. Derivatives are the MILIG and SMETS software packages used by the UWO group. All use WGS84 positions
and equatorial radiants.
The best method for calculating the heliocentric radiant and
speed of the meteoroid orbit is to numerically integrate the orbit
back in time under the simultaneous action of both of the Sun
and the Earth/Moon system from the short segment observed in
Earth’s atmosphere. This is done backwards in time to the moment
the distance is well outside of Earth’s sphere of inﬂuence (edge of
the Hill sphere or about 900,000 km), and then propagated forward
again until reaching the epoch of observation assuming the Earth–
Moon is absent. Pecina (1994) provided analytical methods to do
so, out to a distance of 107 km. Clark (2010) integrated the orbit
back numerically out to a distance of 2 months prior to Earth contact. The simpler method by Ceplecha (1987) uses the standard
hyperbolic orbit correction and the differences are typically small,
of order 0.02° in angular elements for most meteors, but can be
much larger for very slow meteors in the 12–15 km/s range.
In the current processing pipeline, we calculate the orbit following Ceplecha’s (1987) approach, adding a number of subtle corrections by Clark (2010), generating a sequence of corrections applied
to the velocity vector of the observed meteor. We start with the
apparent radiant direction (RA1, Dec1) and speed (V1) at the
beginning of the trajectory, which includes an estimate of the
uncertainties (standard deviations) involved for each component.
To convert to geocentric radiant and speed, we ﬁrst correct the
measured initial speed for the motion of a spinning Earth under
the meteor trajectory and then apply the zenith attraction adjustment as if the meteor orbit followed a hyperbolic trajectory around
the Earth from inﬁnity.
The true radiant is derived from the asymptote of the hyperbola
that is the assumed orbit of the meteoroid (Porter, 1952; Lovell,
1954). The motions are relative to the center of mass; hence geocentric (not geodetic) latitudes must be used in parts of the calculation. Since the Earth is rotating relative to the meteoroid and the
Earth’s rotational vector is dependent on latitude, accounting for
geocentric latitudes is critical. The rotation must be removed since
the measurements were made in an Earth-ﬁxed coordinate system
and must be in a non-rotating Earth centered coordinate system
before applying the zenith attraction. The position of the meteor
in geocentric ecliptic coordinates for J2000 was calculated from
RA1, Dec1 using the J2000 value of the obliquity of Earth. The
Earth’s rotational velocity at the altitude of the meteor is due east
(with u the geocentric latitude at the meteor sub point) as shown
in Eqs. (6) which then precessed to J2000 coordinates to match the
observations:

V R ðR:A:Þ ¼ ð2p  ðRE þ Hb Þ  cosð/ÞÞ=86164:091 s

ð6aÞ

V R ðDecl:Þ ¼ 0

ð6bÞ

V R ðVÞ ¼ 0

ð6cÞ

By subtracting the Earth’s rotational velocity V(x) = V1(x)  VR(x) in
the meteor’s Cartesian geocentric coordinates (minus since it is
moving opposite to the radiant direction), the interim velocity vector is calculated. At this point, the result could also be corrected for
the Earth’s motion around the Earth–Moon barycenter. The effect of
the Moon’s motion is small, however. The Moon moves around the
Earth every 27.3 days, moving Earth by 4641 km from the Earth–
Moon barycenter, corresponding to an average speed of 0.012 km/
s. For a meteor approaching at a low 11.2 km/s, this will amount
to a radiant shift of at most 0.06°. Thus this effect is ignored, for
now.
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The acceleration by Earth’s gravitational force then follows from
(Porter, 1952):

V 2g ¼ V 2  2GME =ðRE þ Hb Þ

ð7Þ

where Vg (geocentric velocity) is the ﬁnal corrected V1 accounting
for rotation of the Earth and the gravitational force (zenith attraction) of the Earth (Millman, 1961), with G the gravitational constant, ME Earth mass (GME = 398600.4418 km3/s2), RE Earth radius
at the beginning point location, and Hb the altitude at the beginning
point. Note that RE and Hb are consistently evaluated for a WGS84
ellipsoid.
One calculates the azimuth (Az) and zenith angle (Z) of the radiant position and corrects for zenith attraction using the Shiaparelli
(1867) equation, which is an analog to that used for calculating
diurnal aberration, with the speed of light replaced by that of the
meteoroid (Katasev, 1952; Lovell, 1954):

Z g ¼ Z 1  2arctan½tanðZ 1 =2Þ  ðV  V g Þ=ðV þ V g Þ

ð8aÞ

Azg ¼ Az1

ð8bÞ

If the meteoroid is slowed down by the atmosphere, the zenith
attraction increases, but this effect is ignored here since we compute the correction at the begin point of the meteor track where
deceleration is considered insigniﬁcant (note that Ceplecha used
the mean velocity along the trajectory, instead of V1). The resultant
azimuth and zenith angle are translated back to equatorial coordinates to obtain the geocentric radiant direction.
We veriﬁed this approach against the extreme case of asteroid
2008 TC3, a slow-moving ﬁreball with a very well known pre-impact orbit. Steve Chesley numerically propagated the orbit of the
asteroid to the surface of the Earth (no atmospheric deceleration)
and calculated geographic coordinates relative to a spheroid with
radius of 6378.1370 km and a ﬂattening factor 1/f of exactly
298.257222 (GRS80), with IAU precession applied, and pole position at epoch of date (Jenniskens et al., 2009a,b; Shaddad et al.,
2010). By comparing the geocentric speed in Cartesian coordinates
with that derived from the geographic coordinates, we veriﬁed that
the Earth’s rotational velocity should be extracted as it is experienced at the altitude of the meteor, not at the surface of the Earth.
One drawback of this approach is that the Shiaparelli equation
approximates the effect of Earth’s gravity on the meteoroid orbit
by assuming that the meteoroid moves in a hyperbolic orbit
around the center of the Earth. In reality, the Earth’s center moves
around the Sun during the approach, the meteoroid moves around
the barycenter of the Earth–Moon system, and the Earth is not a
point mass. Compared to a full integration of the meteoroid orbit
with all signiﬁcant masses in motion accounted for, the Shiaparelli
equation was found to be in reasonable accuracy for fast meteors,
and deviates slightly for slow meteors (Clark, 2010).
In Table 4, we compare our results to the known orbit and entry
path of asteroid 2008 TC3, a worst-case scenario. Due to its low entry speed of 12.788 km/s at 95 km in geocentric Cartesian coordinates), and the asteroid hitting Earth on the morning side just
before dawn with the Moon near ﬁrst quarter, the zenith attraction
is very large (26.6°!). Our backward integration of the orbit out to 4
Earth Hill sphere radii and forward integration with Earth and
Moon removed to the point of crossing the ecliptic plane resulted
in the geocentric radiant and speed listed in Table 4 in the second
column. Compared to the Shiaparelli equation for zenith attraction
(ﬁrst column), the result is 0.04° higher in Right Ascension, 0.22°
higher in Declination, and 0.045 km/s higher in speed. Hence, the
systematic error in the radiant from ignoring the Earth’s motion
is <0.3°, and in speed <0.1 km/s. Note that even this result still
deviates from that calculated from the orbital elements using
method ‘‘B’’ by Neslusan et al. (1998), which are given in the third
column of Table 4.
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Table 3
Location of CAMS observing sites, in WGS84.
Station

Latitude (N, °)

Longitude (W, °)

Altitude (m)

Period

Fremont Peak Observatory
Mountain View
Lick Observatory
Lodi

+36.76020 ± 5
+37.37912 ± 5
+37.34158 ± 1
+38.15989 ± 1

121.49863 ± 5
122.06090 ± 5
121.64052 ± 1
121.19248 ± 1

+856 ± 15
+38 ± 5
+1240 ± 10
+18 ± 5

2010/10/02–present
2010/10/21–2011/5/20
2011/4/24–present
2011/5/31–present

Table 4
Test case, a worst case scenario: the orbital elements calculated from the trajectory of
asteroid 2008 TC3, which impacted Earth with a low geocentric velocity over the
Nubian Desert of northern Sudan just before dawn at 2:45:30.552 UT (100 km
altitude) on 2008 October 7 (Jenniskens et al., 2009a,b; Shaddad et al., 2010). From
the geocentric Cartesian coordinates, the asteroid was at an altitude of 95 km at
latitude = +21.07031° and longitude = 30.67544° (WGS84, pole at time of date).
This work (95 km)

JPL#15 (95 km)

Neslusan

Geocentric, as observed
Az (°)
281.132
H (°)
20.736
R.A.1 (°)
14.317
Decl.1 (°)
+17.203
V1 (km/s)
12.3823

281.196
19.92
–.–
–.–
–.–

–.–
–.–
–.–
–.–
–.–

Geocentric, Earth rotation removed
13.7404
R.A.1 (°)
Decl.1 (°)
+16.6399
V1 (no rot)
12.7816

–.–
–.–
12.7882

–.–
–.–
–.–

Geocentric, no Earth
R.A.g (°)
348.200b
Decl.g (°)
+7.648
Vg (km/s)
6.349

348.239c
+7.869
6.394

348.516
+7.770
7.092

Heliocentric
kh (°)
bh (°)
Vh
Sol. long. (°)

–.–
–.–
–.–
–.–

–.–
–.–
33.123 a
194.103 a

295.150
+2.255
32.750
194.1047

Oribtal elements
Epoch (TDB)
2008 October 7.1157
q (AU)
0.909
a (AU)
1.262
e
0.280
i (°)
2.298
x (°)
234.202
Node (°)
194.084

a

pﬃﬃ
tanðbÞ ¼ V h ðzÞ= ðV h ðxÞ2 þ V h ðyÞ2 Þ
pﬃﬃ
sinðkÞ ¼ V h ðyÞ= ðV h ðxÞ2 þ V h ðyÞ2 Þ
pﬃﬃ
cosðkÞ ¼ V h ðxÞ= ðV h ðxÞ2 þ V h ðyÞ2 Þ

2008 October 7.0000
0.899957 ± 0.00002
1.308201 ± 0.00009
0.312065 ± 0.000006
2.5422 ± 0.00004
234.44897 ± 0.00008
194.101138 ± 0.00002

a

Calculated from orbital elements using method ‘‘B’’ in Neslusan et al. (1998).
Using Shiaparelli’s equation for zenith attraction.
c
This work, based on backward propagation of orbit to 4 Earth Hill radii, then
forward to crossing the ecliptic plane with no Earth/Moon at that point.
b

2.7. Orbital elements
The resulting Earth-centered, but no-Earth present, values are
deﬁned as ‘‘geocentric’’ Vg and RAg and Decg. The rectangular components of Vg are generated in the ecliptic heliocentric system,
using the obliquity between ecliptic and equatorial coordinates
in the J2000 system (e = 23°260 21.409100 , Bretagnon and Francou,
1988):

V g ðxÞ ¼ V g  cosðDecg Þ  cosðRAg Þ

of the Earth at the time of the meteor’s ﬁrst appearance. The heliocentric ecliptic position of the meteor is obtained by adding the
coordinates of the meteor to the Earth’s center position, yielding
the heliocentric distance vector rh. The position of Earth is obtained
from the VSOP87 analytical solutions of the motion of the planets
listed in Bretagnon and Francou (1988), as expressed by Meeus
(1991). The rectangular components of the Earth’s velocity vector
(VE) at the reference date and time follow from a 1 s change in values of X, Y, and Z.
The heliocentric velocity vector of the meteoroid is simply the
vector sum of Vg and VE: Vh = Vg + VE where geocentric meteor
velocity has an intrinsic negative sign as the motion of the meteor
is in the opposite direction to the radiant direction (negation of
terms in Eqs. (9)). From the Cartesian components of Vh, the radiant
in heliocentric ecliptic latitude (b) and longitude (k) are calculated:

ð9aÞ

V g ðyÞ ¼ V g  ½sinðeÞ  sinðDecg Þ þ cosðeÞ  cosðDecg Þ  sinðRAg Þ
ð9bÞ
V g ðzÞ ¼ V g  ½cosðeÞ  sinðDecg Þ  sinðeÞ  cosðDecg Þ  sinðRAg Þ
ð9cÞ
where the x-coordinate is towards the ﬁrst point in Aries in J2000.
Given the position of Earth’s center X, Y, and Z at the date and time
of the meteor’s begin point, the sidereal rotation plus nutation
corrections from Meeus (1991) are used to rotate the Earthcentered-Earth-ﬁxed coordinates to the right geocentric position

ð10aÞ
ð10bÞ
ð10cÞ

Here, again a negative sign is introduced as the direction to the radiant is opposite to the orientation of the velocity vector.
From the heliocentric position and velocity, the Keplerian orbital elements can then be calculated which include: the semi-major
axis (a), the eccentricity (e), the inclination (i), the longitude of the
ascending node (X), and the argument of perihelion (x). All these
elements are evaluated with respect to the barycenter of the Solar
System. In contrast, time is reported as solar longitude (ko), the longitude towards the center of the Sun since the measure of the time
of observation (and the position of Earth in its orbit) is calculated
from the position of the Sun’s center of mass as seen from Earth
(using Meeus, 1991). Note that the angular terms are all adjusted
to fall in the range zero to 360° after inverse trigonometric computations are made.
The osculating orbital elements are calculated relative to the
barycenter of the Solar System, deﬁned for the epoch of the meteor
sighting in equinox J2000. The orbit of the meteoroid (Porter, 1952;
Vallado, 2007; Clark, 2010) is deﬁned relative to the barycenter of
the Solar System. From the heliocentric position and speed vectors
(r, v), the momentum vector is calculated:

h ¼ rh  Vh

ð11Þ

The inclination of the orbit is (where hz is the z-component of h):

pﬃﬃ

2
2
i ¼ arctan2
ðhx þ hy Þ; hz

ð12Þ

If the inclination is greater than pi after two pi wrapping, then pi is
subtracted to obtain the ﬁnal value. The ascending node of the orbit
is:

X ¼ arctan2ðhx ; hy Þ

ð13Þ

Note: if i = 0, node = 0 (solutions with i = 0 should not be included
when averaging angular elements in error analysis). With the standard gravitational parameter for the Sun l = G  MSun =
132,712,440,018 km3 s2, the speciﬁc orbital energy is often calculated by many authors. However, we have chosen to follow the procedure by Vallado (2007) that uses a slight variant of the classic
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expressions (e) to arrive at the eccentricity vector, semi-major axis,
and argument of perihelion. With |rh| equal to the orbital distance
Sun–Earth:
2

e ¼ jVh j  l=jrh j

ð15Þ

The inverse of the semi-major axis (a), perihelion (q), and aphelion
(Q) distances are obtained in units of astronomical units (AU) from:

1=a ¼ 2=jrh j  jVh j2 =l

ð16Þ

q ¼ að1  eÞ

ð17Þ

Q ¼ að1 þ eÞ

ð18Þ

Note that if the eccentricity is less than unity but the inverse of the
semi-major axis is very close to zero, the semi-major axis is set to a
large value of 1000 AU to signal a poor solution with divide by zero
consequences. Also when the eccentricity is equal to unity, the perihelion distance is calculated with a different formula:

q ¼ ½jrh j þ ðe  rh Þ=ð1 þ jejÞ

ð19Þ

Now calculate the speciﬁc relative angular momentum vector (a
vector pointing towards the ascending node): n  (hy, hx, 0). From
this, the argument of perihelion is:

x ¼ arccosðn  e=½jnjjejÞ

ð20Þ

if ez < 0 then x = 360°  x. Note that of the magnitude of n equals
zero, then the argument of perihelion is x = arccos(ex/|e|). The longitude of perihelion (P) is simply the sum of the node and the argument of perihelion (in 0–360° range):

p¼xþX

ð21Þ

The correct solution has (with m, the true anomaly, describing the
position of the meteoroid in its orbit):

r h ¼ qð1 þ eÞ=½1 þ e cosðmÞ

Colina et al., 1996; Jenniskens, 2006). Here, we deﬁne the equivalent visual magnitude of the meteor (mv) as:

mv ¼ 2:5 logðF k ðW=m2 =nmÞ=3:67  1011 Þ

ð23Þ

ð14Þ

From this, the eccentricity vector is obtained for which the eccentricity is simply the magnitude:

e ¼ ½erh  ðrh  Vh ÞVh =l
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ð22Þ

substituting m = x for the ascending node or m = x + 180° for the
descending node. The uncertainties in the orbital parameters
were generated statistically by running Monte Carlo trials of
Gaussian distributed variations in the radiant direction and speed.
The uncertainties of the radiant and speed calculated earlier, provide a set of trial orbital solutions from which a standard deviation can be calculated around the baseline solution for each
Keplerian orbital element (keeping careful account of two pi
wraps in angular values).
2.8. Photometry
The background stars are used to calibrate the magnitude scale
of recorded pixel intensities. The magnitude scale is deﬁned such
that the proportionality value changes as a function of wavelength.
We use the tabulated Johnson–Cousins color bands B (centered on
444 nm), V (548 nm), R (686 nm), and I (864 nm) brightness of
stars in the STARS8TH-VBVRI catalog (Epoch = 2000, Equinox = J2000). The star positions match those listed in the SIMBAD
database to the fractional arc-second. The apparent ﬂux density
of stars was calculated based on the catalog values of the B, V, R,
and I (Johnson and Morgan, 1953; Cousins, 1976). Those pertain
to air mass = 1.0 (star in the zenith) magnitudes. For the above
bands, the zero magnitude ﬂux is a sensitive function of the precise
band shape, the atmospheric extinction in a unit air mass, and
other factors. We use the nominal values of 6.40, 3.67, 1.92, and
0.939 in units of 1011 W/m2/nm, respectively (Bessell, 2005;

Before comparing the sum pixel intensity values to the cataloged Vmagnitudes of the stars, the intensity in each pixel is corrected for
camera vigneting. The camera brightness of the ﬁeld falls off from
the center according to a f = cos4(r  r0) relation, and a parameter
describing this behavior is stored in the camera data ﬁles
‘‘W902H2U_12mm.txt’’ and ‘‘W902H2U_8mm.txt’’, respectively.
At the corners, the responsivity of the 8 mm zenith camera lenses
falls off steeper than this function, which is ignored for now.
At this time, the images are not ﬂat-ﬁelded to remove the small
gain changes across columns seen when stretching the images
(Section 2). The photometric ﬁt to cataloged magnitudes (below)
shows greater variation than these pixel-to-pixel gain variations
and the dark current is negligible at video frame rates. In future
versions, the recorded mean images can be used to estimate the
relative gain adjustments across columns and by ﬂat ﬁelding improve the magnitude estimations further.
The response of the camera is shown in Fig. 3, and was used to
calculate the predicted response from a star of given spectral type.
The best correspondence between calculated stellar ﬂux density
(Fk, in W/m2/nm) and measured pixel intensity (in ADU = Analog
to Digital Units) was found if the responsivity-weighted ﬂux density
recorded
by
the
detector
was
about
0.1  B + 0.4  V + 0.4  R + 0.1  I, with B contributions a factor of
two smaller than expected. From Fig. 3, we have ratios of 0.24,
0.38, 0.30, and 0.08, respectively, for the zenith camera and 0.22,
0.38, 0.31, and 0.09 for the 42° elevation camera. This difference
is not large enough to warrant taking into account the elevation
of the camera. The operator can adjust these response values in
the camera description ﬁles.
In a typical star calibration ﬁeld, stars of +2.0 down to +7.2 magnitude are present. For the photometric calibration, we considered
only stars with V < 6.40 magnitude, to avoid the contribution from
possible faint stars that are misidentiﬁed near the position of
brighter stars. We then ﬁtted V versus 2.5 (log I–log f). The photometric calibration against background stars is saved in the ‘‘Cal’’
ﬁles.
Fig. 6 shows the measured calibration for camera #84 of the
Mountain View station on nine nights in the period November 1–
17. The intensity scaling factor was measured to be 10.78 ± 0.20
magnitude, meaning that individual daily calibration had a scaling
factor that varied by ±0.20 magnitudes (1 sigma). Individual stars
scatter with a similar amount around the calibration, in part due
to a range of stellar spectral types being included in the calibration.
The calibration holds up well for stars with V in the range +3.4 to
+7.1 magnitude (factor of 30), but appears to underestimate the
brighter stars. This is because the star images saturate. City lights
in Mountain View create a relatively high background, as a result
of which saturation already occurs at +3.4 magnitude. In contrast,
Fremont Peak Observatory has much less city light and a low background. From the calibration of cameras #61–64 on November 1,
we conclude that the calibration holds up well down to +2.0 magnitude, with brighter stars being underestimated.
To correct for saturation and align the stars on a line, it is possible to apply a saturation correction to the observed magnitude:

m0 ¼ m  2:5  10ðm=2:5Þ=m0 þ 2:5  10ð4:0=2:5Þ=m0

ð24Þ

with m0 = 1.1 ± 0.3 for Fremont Peak Observatory and Lick Observatory, and m0 = 0.27 ± 0.05 for Mountain View. However, the moving
meteors are spread over several pixels, unlike the stars. This complicates matters and, for now, this saturation correction is not applied.
At a typical 10°/s, the meteor spreads over 3.6 pixels in 1/60th of a
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Fig. 6. Photometric calibration against background stars for Mountain View camera 84 during November 1–17 (left) and Fremont Peak Observatory cameras 61–64 on
November 1, 2010.

second, subtracting perhaps another 1.4 magnitudes before saturating. Hence, the calibration to data in the range +3 to +7 magnitude
should hold for meteors down to magnitude +0.6, unless their angular velocity is signiﬁcantly lower. The meteor brightness will be
underestimated for even brighter meteors, approximately as expressed in Eq. (24).
Here, it is assumed that the meteor radiates a spectrum similar
to that of the background stars. In that case, the extinction in the
line of sight to the meteor is the same, to good accuracy, as that
to the background stars and no further correction is required. In
reality, this is not the case. The meteor spectrum is a line spectrum,
with strong emissions at 517 nm (Mg), 589 nm (Na), and 777 nm
(O). Hence, a color correction needs to be applied which depends
on what spectral type of background stars are being used for the
calibration. For now, we do not differentiate between the spectral
types but compare the integrated meteor luminosity over the pass
band of Fig. 3 to the V-magnitude of the stars.
2.9. Light curve description
Each light curve of the meteor, the meteor’s brightness as a
function of time or altitude, is saved in a separate ﬁle for each
camera that recorded the meteor. In the tabulated output of
our software, the peak brightness of the meteor is taken simply
as the one frame (among the collection of cameras that captured
the meteor) with highest peak ﬂux density. The integrated
brightness of the meteor is simply taken as the sum of all frame
ﬂux densities along the meteor track in the one camera that
caught the highest ﬂux density. The brightest part of the meteor
is likely to dominate the integrated intensity. The shape of the
light curve is expressed in the form of the traditional skewness
parameter F, which deﬁnes where along the meteor trajectory
the peak brightness occurred. F is deﬁned as the ratio of the distance to the point of maximum brightness to the entire length of
the curve (Jacchia et al., 1967):

F ¼ ðheight beginning  height peakÞ=ðheight beginning
 height endÞ

ð25Þ

where the beginning is chosen as the ﬁrst frame that any camera
detected the meteor and the end point at the ﬁnal frame where

the meteor was detected. Most meteors are fully sampled along
their trajectory, so that beginning and end point represent about
the same meteor’s brightness level, determined by the camera sensitivity. Although more complex light curve description schemes
exist (e.g., Brosch et al., 2004; Beech, 2007), they are model dependent and can be a topic of future study.
2.10. Meteoroid physical properties
The deceleration proﬁle (Eqs. (5)), combined with the calibrated
meteor light curves (stored in the folder ‘‘gefdat’’), can be used to
calculate the meteoroid mass, density, ablation coefﬁcient, and
fragmentation properties (e.g., McKinley, 1961; Murray et al.,
2000; Campbell et al., 2000; Kikwaya et al., 2009). These are a topic
of future study, because the derivation of those parameters is model dependent and outside the scope of this work. If a single best approach is chosen, it is possible to derive these properties directly
during data reduction by choosing the appropriate trajectory model formulation. Or the model can simply be related back to the
physical parameters without constraint on the basic solution.
3. Results
3.1. Location and weather
CAMS presently consists of three stations in northern California
(Fig. 1), located at Fremont Peak Observatory, at Lick Observatory,
and at a site in Mountain View. The geographic coordinates of the
sites are listed in Table 3. Fremont Peak Observatory (run by the
nonproﬁt Fremont Peak Observatory Association) is a public observatory located in Fremont Peak State Park south of San Juan Buatista, which is operated by the California Department of Parks and
Recreation. Lick Observatory at Mount Hamilton is operated by
the University of California at Santa Cruz. The distance between
Fremont Peak and Lick is 65.9 km, that between Fremont Peak
and Mountain View is 85.0 km, that between Lick and Mountain
View is 37.4 km.
Fremont Peak was the ﬁrst station to be installed and operational on 2010 October 2 (UT). On October 21 that year, the Mountain View station was ﬁrst operational at a temporary site, with
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Fig. 7. Mosaic of a series of average camera frames (shown in the same gnomonic projection) collected from the two sites during commissioning of CAMS.

partial obstruction by trees (Fig. 7). The following spring, on 2011
May 20, this station was moved to Lodi, California, in order to escape the summer fog. During late fall and winter, it will be moved
back to Mountain View. The third station in this network was positioned at Lick Observatory on 2011 April 24, and is located in a mobile setup, which may be moved to a different site if the need
arises.
Weather in the San Francisco Bay Area is usually mild, with a
fog blanket on the ocean that can penetrate inland during the summer and early fall (June–September), and a fog blanket in the San
Joaquin Valley (the ‘‘Tule fog’’) that develops in late fall and winter
after the ﬁrst signiﬁcant rainfall (November 1–March 31). The
rainy season is from November until April, when low pressure
can bring clouds typically from the direction of the Paciﬁc ocean.
Ocean fog tends to penetrate inland in summer nights around
11 p.m., retreating during daytime. It can spill high enough to cover Fremont Peak Observatory and (more rarely) Lick Observatory.
Fremont Peak Observatory, just south of San Juan Bautista, is on
the ﬁrst mountain range from the ocean and is more prone to fog
in summer months, on account of the lower elevation, than is Lick
Observatory. Tule fog can move into the Bay Area itself, but tends
to stay below the mountaintops of Fremont Peak and Lick Observatory. Indeed, Lick Observatory has on average 2000 clear hours
each year, one of the best records of clear weather among astronomical observatories.
3.2. Moon light and other interferences
The Moon has surprisingly little impact on the detection rates.
The sky limiting magnitude is only modestly affected, while the
Moon itself affects only a region of about 3° diameter in a single
camera ﬁeld (if no condensation is present on the camera box window). The Moon does generate numerous false detections, especially when clouds are present, and a meteor has to be relatively
bright to be detected near the Moon.
Only clear nights, or periods with minor cloud cover, are analyzed. Signiﬁcant cloud cover increases the rate of false detections,
quickly increasing the ﬁle size of data that need to be written to
DVD and handled in reprocess. If some clear spells are present,
the data is usually saved on DVD in case of unusual shower activity
reported elsewhere.
Airplanes are frequently crossing the ﬁeld of view before midnight and after 5 a.m. in the morning. These result in numerous
false detections that show up in the search for coincidences. On
rare occasions, these detections may hide the occurrence of

meteors when discarded off-hand. We usually search among the
plane tracks for possible meteor detections. The software also records birds and bats illuminated by city lights. These are easily discriminated from meteors in the coincidence phase. Satellites are
rarely recorded, because their angular velocity on the sky is below
a set limit in the coincidence parameter ﬁle.
Dew was a more signiﬁcant problem, especially at the Fremont
Peak Observatory station before installation of a heating element
that warmed the air in the box before cooling down in the evening.
For that reason, the rate of meteors in the early evening is underrepresented in the commissioning phase of CAMS.
3.3. Data completeness
Here, we present the results obtained during the ﬁrst month of
regular observations with the Fremont Peak and Mountain View
stations in November of 2010, when 17 out of 30 nights provided
useful data. Thirteen (out of 30) nights were completely clear.
The goal of CAMS is to measure at least 100 meteor trajectories
per night, arriving at about 300 trajectories for every single night
in the year after 3 years of operation. With the Fremont Peak and
the partial Mountain View station, 2169 precise trajectories were
measured in November, which amounts to 128 per night on average. In all, 2495 meteors were measured in 2010, however, December being mostly clouded. We estimate that less than 2% of those
are spurious coincidences from correlating meteor tracks with
unrelated phenomena, based on the frequency of doubtful associations during processing.
The number of coincidences found by the software does depend
on the detection parameters used, and especially the width of the
time interval considered. Meteor trails discarded in a batch as not
being multi-station are taken out of the queue and are no longer
considered. As a result, the total number of coincidences is a fraction of all coincidences present. In the various iterations of the
Coincidence software, we detected in total 199 different meteors
in the November 1 data. Some were rather spurious (possibly erroneous) coincidences, while others did not result in good data. The
latest version of Coincidence saved the results of 158 meteors
(79%), of which an additional two tracks were discarded because
the velocity uncertainty was >10%.
The detection efﬁciency was also found to depend on the
parameters used during reprocessing. During the initial reprocessing in the DVRs, the noise ﬁlters are based on longer time sequences than during off-line reprocessing of the selected ﬁles. As
a result, only about half of all detections made in the on-line
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processing are reproduced during the off-line reprocessing. Most
missed detections appear to be false detections, because no significant increase of meteor detections resulted from lowering the
Hough line parameter settings.
A distribution of meteor peak brightness for different apparent
entry speeds is shown in Fig. 8. Slow meteors of the antapex source
(including the Northern and Southern Taurids) are detected down
to a full magnitude fainter than those of fast apex meteors (including the Orionid and Leonid showers). Over the complete survey
area, the coverage for both sources is complete to a meteor peak
limiting magnitude of about +2.
The coverage becomes less for fainter meteors, with few of the
+4 meteors being multi-station. That is mostly due to the meteors
appearing fainter when further away from a station. For the meteor
to be detected at both stations, it has to have an apparent visual
magnitude of at least +4 magnitude at each station. The result is
that the fainter meteors are only detected in between the Fremont
Peak and Mountain View stations (Fig. 9). The actual distribution is
also affected by the obstruction at the temporary Mountain View
site (West and North) and the performance of the individual video
servers at the fully autonomous Fremont Peak station. Because few
solutions are found for meteors that are near the lower limit of the
ﬁeld of view for both stations, the meteor is usually completely recorded from a combination of detections in one or more cameras.
3.4. Data accuracy
The uncertainty in the astrometric measurements was propagated using Monte Carlo type simulations, assuming a 1-sigma
astrometric error of 0.4 pixels. From that, the two station solutions
from this system show uncertainties in the altitude and geographic
position of the meteor with a median value of ±110 m and standard
deviation of ±390 m. The orientation of the trajectory (the apparent
radiant) is measured with a median uncertainty of ±0.31°, having a
standard deviation of ±0.42°. This error is smaller for slower (longer lasting) meteors and higher for fast meteors. 91% of all detected
meteors have errors in Declination less than 1°, the target accuracy
of CAMS. No meteors are included in the output tables that gave a
solution more uncertain than 2° in Declination (in more recent
data reduction, this was reﬁned to 62° in cone angle).

Fig. 8. Distribution of meteor peak magnitude for various apparent entry speeds
(November 2010 data). The star limiting magnitude is marked.

Fig. 9. Distribution of beginning heights ( ) and end heights (gray
gathered in November 2010.

) for data

The uncertainty in apparent entry speed is ±0.53 km/s, with a
standard deviation of 0.91 km/s. 76% of the sample have errors less
than 1 km/s, the target precision of CAMS. The error is a fraction of
the measured speed, and in this case is more relevantly expressed
as a percentage. No data are included that have an uncertainty larger than 10%. Again, the duration of the meteor is an important
variable.
The dispersion in radiant cone angle and entry speed was measured directly during a recent outburst of the February eta Draconids (Jenniskens and Gural, 2011). This new shower was caused by
Earth crossing the 1-revolution dust trail of an unknown long-period comet on February 4, 2011. Because these meteoroids moved in
nearly the same orbit and had very nearly the same entry speed,
the measured standard deviation of 0.22° in radiant cone angle
and 0.34 km/s in entry speed is thought to be nearly the instrumental accuracy. The calculated median uncertainties were 0.61°
(factor 2.8 larger) and 0.34 km/s (same), respectively. It is not clear
why the errors in the radiant may be overestimated.
The distribution of errors is wide. Fig. 10 compares the results
for the mean errors from the apparent radiant and speed to those
reported for other orbit surveys (Table 1). A signiﬁcant fraction
of our solutions approach the precision of photographed meteors
in the DMS small camera program (Betlem et al., 1997) and the
Harvard SuperSchmidt program (Jacchia and Whipple, 1961). Results of many have similar precision than those derived from intensiﬁed cameras in the DMS and Ondrejov programs (de Lignie, 1997;
Koten et al., 2003). Our precision is expected to be slightly better,
and the false-coincidence incidence lower, than the non-interactive results generated by the SonotaCo consortium on account of
their typical larger ﬁelds of view, albeit that the network targets
brighter meteors, which produce longer trajectories (Kanamori,
2009). Most are more precise than the data derived from the
SuperSchmidt program using the graphic method (McCrosky and
Posen, 1961). Few are as inaccurate as the radar orbit surveys
(AMOR, Adelaide, CMOR).
In general, we ﬁnd good agreement in the geocentric radiant
position of Taurids and Orionids with those of photographed meteors in the 2003 IAU meteor database and those from the Sonotaco
network reported by Kanamori (2009).
A good test of the accuracy of the system is the presence of
hyperbolic solutions (Fig. 11), where the entry speed exceeds that
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deviation in the error is ±5.1 km/s2. The error increases with
decreasing meteor magnitude, ranging from about ±0.5 km/s2 at
3 integrated magnitude to ±2.7 km/s2 at +1 magnitude. The error
in the coefﬁcient a2 (median value 1.21/s) is in general proportional to that in a1, as is the value of a2.
The photometric accuracy is of order ±0.3 magnitude in the
peak magnitude of the meteor, with most solutions showing the
meteor lightcurves plotting on top of each other as seen from both
stations (after correction to a uniform distance of 100 km). The
uncertainty in the integrated magnitude is somewhat larger. More
signiﬁcant differences in the absolute magnitude, up to 1.5 magnitude, are sometimes found. Possible causes included dew on the
window (making the meteor appear fainter), clouds, lower sky limiting magnitude, and the camera vigneting of the zenith camera,
which falls off more steeply towards the corner than included in
our calibration.
4. Meteor shower veriﬁcation

Fig. 10. Error in apparent entry speed and Declination (one standard deviation) as
compared to that of other surveys.

for a meteoroid approaching on a parabolic orbit. The dataset has
very few meteors on a hyperbolic orbit. Forty-seven out of 1959
meteors are signiﬁcantly hyperbolic beyond the 1-sigma uncertainty interval (2.4%). There is strong evidence that this is on account of measurement error, because only 1 meteor with entry
speed <45 km/s was found to be systematically hyperbolic, but
only by two sigma. Instead, hyperbolic meteors are almost exclusively found among entry speeds in excess of 65 km/s, and then
the deceleration tends to have an unusually high value. The speed
and deceleration is most difﬁcult to measure on account of those
meteors being brief.
Accelerations along the trajectory (a1) have a median value of
2.8 km/s2 (with large 23 km/s2 standard deviation). Most values
for slow meteors are in the range between 1 and 10 km/s2
(Fig. 11). Fast meteors tend to produce accelerations in the range
10–100 km/s2, but those also then result in hyperbolic orbits. We
ﬁnd that Eqs. (5) converge a1 to the same value as when a constant
acceleration is assumed in Eqs. (3). Accelerations are measured
with a precision of ±0.85 km/s2 (median value), but the standard

The new dataset of orbital elements is now available to validate
minor showers in November. Table 5 contains the November meteor showers in the IAU Working List of meteor showers that need
conﬁrmation. In November, there are currently seven established
showers. Three belong to Jupiter family comets: the Northern
and Southern Taurids associated with Comet 2P/Encke, and the
Andromedids from Comet 3D/Biela (most active in the 19th century). Three belong to Halley-type comets: the Orionids from Comet 1P/Halley (with a peak on October 22), the Leonids from
comet 55P/Tempel-Tuttle, and the November Orionids that are active in late November and possibly originate from suspected Halley-type Comet C/1917 F1 Mellish (Veres et al., 2011). Finally,
the alpha Monocerotids originated from an unknown long-period
comet.
In addition, 22 showers await conﬁrmation, of which six are not
likely to be conﬁrmed. The latter include one already de-bunked
shower, the mu-Pegasids (Jenniskens, 2006), and several ‘‘streams’’
derived from pairings of asteroid-type orbits with Tisserand
parameter relative to Jupiter TJ > 3.0. That leaves 16 showers we
are seeking to conﬁrm here.
Fig. 12 shows the distribution of geocentric radiants in four time
intervals, corresponding to the days of 2010, November 1, November 1–5, 11–18, and 24–28. The antihelion sources from Jupiter
family comets (and asteroids) are to the right, while the apex
sources from mostly long-period and Halley-type comets are to

Fig. 11. November 2010 dataset of measured semi-major axis for meteors of different peak brightness (left) and as a function of measured deceleration. Hyperbolic orbits are
those with inverse semi-major axis signiﬁcantly below zero.
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Table 5
IAU meteor showers active in November.
IAU#

Code

Shower

Type

Peak ko

RAg

Decg

Vg

Parent body

Ref.

Established
2
8
13
17
18
246
250

ORI
STA
NTA
AND
LEO
AMO
NOO

Orionids
Southern Taurids
Northern Taurids
Andromedids
Leonids
alpha Monocerotids
November Orionids

irr.
irr.
irr.
irr.
irr.
irr.
–.–

208.6
224.0
224.0
231.0
235.1
239.3
245.0

95.4
54.2
56.8
24.2
153.5
117.1
90.6

+15.9
+14.2
+21.2
+32.5
+22.1
+0.8
+15.7

66.2
28.3
28.3
17.2
70.6
63.0
43.7

1P/Halley
2P/Encke?
2P/Encke?
3D/Biela
55P/Tempel-Tuttle
(Long Period Comet)
C/1917 F1 Mellish

J06
J06
J06
J06
J06
J06
J06

October kappa Draconids
psi Aurigids
Nov. delta Draconids
November i Draconids
Nov. theta Aurigids
November iota Aurigids
rho Bootids
chi Taurids
Nov. nu Arietid
gamma Taurids
zeta Cancrids
omicron Eridanids
omega Eridanids
November Hydrids
alpha Canis Majorids
Columbids

–.–
irr
–.–
–.–
–.–
–.–
–.–
–.–
–.–
–.–
–.–
–.–
–.–
–.–
–.–
–.–

216.0
227.0
241.0
241.0
237.0
233.6
242.0
220.0
241.0
232.8
225.0
234.7
234.0
235.0
247.0
244.7

182.1
94.0
277.7
200.1
89.0
76.3
215.7
63.2
39.0
60.0
120.5
60.7
73.3
130.3
100.2
86.0

+63.4
+50.0
+68.2
+64.5
+34.7
+33.3
+31.8
+24.7
+23.2
+17.5
+14.3
1.5
5.3
6.3
17.3
34.0

37.3
56.7
25.5
43.0
33.8
34.0
43.0
42.1
12.3
14.1
63.4
26.9
31.8
65.5
42.0
–.–

–.–
–.–
–.–
–.–
–.–
–.–
–.–
–.–
–.–
–.–
–.–
–.–
–.–
C/1943 W1 ?
–.–
2009 HV58? (visual only)

B10
J06
B10
B10
B10
J06
B10
B10
J06
B10
J06
B10
B10
J06
B10
J06

none
–.–
–.–
–.–
–.–
–.–

230.4
223.0
218.1
228.9
240.2
240.8

335.5
210.4
146.0
115.0
58.0
52.0

+21.8
3.8
+8.0
+70.0
+16.8
7.0

11.2
29.0
5.8
9.4
21.7
11.1

Disproven
Daytime shower
Asteroidal, only pair
Asteroidal, only pair
Asteroidal, only pair
Asteroidal, only pair

J06
J06
J06
J06
J06
J06

Not yet established
243
OKD
244
PAR
245
NDD
248
NID
249
THA
285
IAR
306
RBO
338
CTA
387
NAR
388
GTA
389
ZCN
390
OER
391
OME
392
NHY
393
ACA
394
COL

Not yet established, but unlikely to be a real shower
24
PEG
mu Pegasids
251
IVI
Daytime iota Virginids
283
OPL
pi Leonids
284
OMA
omicron Ursae Majorids
286
FTA
omega Taurids
287
NER
Nov. epsilon Eridanids
Reference: B10 = Brown et al. (2010); J06 = Jenniskens (2006).

the left. The previously reported radiant positions of established
(squares) and unconﬁrmed (circle) showers in the IAU Working
List of Meteor Showers are shown as well.
4.1. Established showers
The seven conﬁrmed showers are all detected, except for the
periodic alpha Monocerotid shower, responsible for a well-observed meteor outburst in 1995. There is an N = 6 cluster of orbits
5° above the expected alpha Monocerotid position (arrow in middle panel Fig. 12). However, the alpha Monocerotids radiant was
well measured in prior work (Jenniskens et al., 1997) and such a
big difference would be unexpected. The shower is known to have
a weak annual activity. The reason this shower is not detected is
because the shower peaks at solar longitude 239.3°, in between
the time intervals shown here. Hence, all established showers that
should have been detected are present in the data, as they should
be.
4.2. Newly conﬁrmed showers
Sophisticated stream searches (e.g., Galligan, 2003; Jenniskens,
2008a; Brown et al., 2010; Veres and Tóth, 2010; Rozek et al.,
2011) are beyond the scope of this paper, pending the completion
of the orbit survey 3 years from now. For now, we concentrate on
groupings near previously reported showers. More streams may be
discovered. The upper left panel of Fig. 12 shows the results for a
single night of observations. Numerous pairings are detected that
could prove to be due to minor showers when more data become
available.

Concentrations of orbits are detected near the expected position of
the theta Aurigids (THA, lower right diagram), the Chi Taurids (CTA,
lower left diagram), the omicron Eridanids (OER, lower left diagram),
and the Zeta Cancrid shower (ZCN, lower left diagram). The average orbits of suspected stream members are listed in Table 6.
The November theta Aurigids (THA, IAU#390) were recently reported from wavelet analysis of the Canadian Meteor Orbit Radar
(CMOR) meteoroid orbit survey (Brown et al., 2010). The period
of activity is said to extend from solar longitude 233° to 239°.
The shower does not stand out well from other streams and the
sporadic background in the period 228–236° (Fig. 12) but we do
ﬁnd orbits nearby the expected position in the period 242–246°
(Lower right diagram Fig. 12). Using the Southworth and Hawkins
(1963) Dissimilar Criterion (Jenniskens, 2008a) in the window
Right Ascension 75–110° and Declination 20–50° to test how much
the orbits are dissimilar from the mean orbit of Brown et al. (2010),
we ﬁnd 21 candidate shower members below the traditional
boundary of DSH < 0.25. Core activity (N = 18) is in the period
235–244°. This extends the range of known THA activity at least
to 244°, possibly to 246°. The radiant drift in R.A. and Decl. is
+0.66° and +0.04° per degree solar longitude, respectively. The
average orbit is in good agreement with Brown et al. (2010). It
has a low perihelion distance q = 0.119 AU and high eccentricity,
with median aphelion distance Q = 4.9 AU, near the orbit of Jupiter.
Jupiter’s inﬂuence may account for the wide dispersion in inclination from 10° to 37° and longitude of perihelion 192–223°
(although most scatter between 206° and 215°). The meteoroids
penetrate to only about 84 km. We consider this shower now
established. On closer inspection, Sekanina (1976) detected a ‘‘Iota
Aurigids’’ shower with similar orbital elements in early November
in the years 1961–1965 (centered on November 4.4, but lacking
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Fig. 12. Distribution of geocentric radiant positions in four time intervals in November (November 1, November 1–5, November 11–18, and November 24–28). The dashed
line is the ecliptic plane. Antihelion showers are shown to the right, apex showers to the left. The established showers are marked by squares, the unconﬁrmed showers by a
circle.

Table 6
Newly conﬁrmed showers.

THA (#390)

N

a

q

i

x

Node

Sol.

R.A.

Dec.

Vg

Source

21

1.10
±0.42
1.13
1.076

0.122
±0.032
0.116
0.085

25.9
±6.5
27.8
30.5

328.9
±5.4
330.1
336.3

240.7
±4.5
237.0
222.3

240.7
±4.5
237.0
222.3

93.1
±4.9
89.0
76.3

+34.3
±3.7
+34.7
+33.3

33.9
±4.6
33.8
34.0

This
This
B10
ZS

>2.5
.
4.97
1.467

0.136
±0.031
0.0807
0.132

17.3
±2.6
12.3
19.6

318.9
±6.1
328.49
326.1

232.0
±2.6
220.0
222.1

232.0
±2.6
220.0
222.1

72.7
±3.1
63.2
68.1

+29.2
±1.5
+24.7
+30.2

39.7
±1.8
42.1
34.2

This
This
B10
ZS

4.07
±0.42
2.63

0.501
±0.045
0.518

19.6
±2.5
18.4

93.2
±6.2
94.11

51.6
±6.2
47.0

231.6
±6.2
227.0

59.0
±3.7
55.6

1.0
±1.6
1.5

28.5
±1.6
26.1

This
This
B10

10.4
±5.4
2.98

0.434
±0.049
0.443

164.7
±2.9
166.1

101.4
±6.4
100.7

50.9
±1.5
55.40

230.9
±1.5
225.4

114.7
±1.7
120.5

+15.1
±0.6
+14.3

65.3
±0.7
63.4

This
This
J06

r
1180
25
CTA (#388)

13

r
1850
32
OER (#338)

8

r
623
ZCN (#243)

23

r
7

Reference: J06 = Jenniskens (2006); B10 = Brown et al. (2010); ZS = Sekanina (1976).

data for mid and late November). This may refer to the same
stream. If so, it has a strong nodal drift of DXdt > +0.42°/year. No
parent body is known.

At the same time, Sekanina (1976) also detected a second
stream nearby, which he called the ‘‘phi Taurids’’. This stream
has a lower inclination. Jenniskens (2006) grouped these two
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showers together into the November iota Aurigids (IAR, IAU #248).
Instead, this second shower may be the chi Taurids (CTA) reported
in Brown et al. (2010). That would imply that the November iota
Aurigids should be dismissed. Our data in the 228–236° interval
show two groups of radiants near Declination +25°, just below
the expected position of the chi Taurids, and around Declination
+29°, just above. The higher group just above the expected CTA
radiant has a similar speed as reported by Brown et al. (2010).
Using the Southworth and Hawkins (1963) Dissimilar Criterion,
we ﬁnd 27 meteors with orbits similar (DSH < 0.25) to the average
orbit reported by Brown et al. (2010) among meteors with radiants
R.A. = 65–90° and Decl. = +20° to +34°. Of those, 17 have relatively
high entry speed in the range 37–44 km/s, all in the narrow solar
longitude interval of 229–235°, which is the core activity period
of the shower. An open circle in Fig. 13 marks those. Four of those
have unusually low inclination and may be unrelated. The remaining 13 meteors are our conﬁrmation of the chi Taurid shower, unless yet another shower with similar orbital elements is active at a
later time. Our shower range is outside the interval given by Brown
et al. (2010): solar longitude 194–227°. Our tally spreads as follows, from November 11 onwards: 3, 2, 0, 2, 1, 1, 3, 1 and none before and after. The mean orbit (Table 6) has a slightly higher
inclination than reported by Brown et al. (2010), who puts the
average radiant lower in the sky. The meteoroids originate from
a Halley-type or long-period comet. These orbits are well separated
from those of the Theta Aurigids (Fig. 13).
The lower Declination group, with 16 meteors detected in this
area has six meteors that cluster in a narrow range of entry
speed around 28 km/s. Of these, one was detected on November
18, one on November 24, three on November 25 and one on
November 26. Those are likely associated with the northern
Taurids, but stand out from other northern Taurids at lower
Right Ascension.
Another of the new CMOR showers, the omicron Eridanids (OER,
#338), is most apparent in the lower left panel of Fig. 12. It has 33
meteors with DSH < 0.25, shown by circled radiant positions in
Fig. 14. They scatter widely in R.A., Dec., and Vg and form a large
circle. The expected dispersion of radiants, on the other hand, is
that shown by the Southern Taurids in the upper part of Fig. 14.

Fig. 13. Separation of Theta Aurigids ( , THA) and chi Taurids (o, CTA) in diagram of
orbital elements inclination and longitude of perihelion, for all meteors ()
observed with Right Ascension = 65–90° and Declination = 20–34° in period
November 1–28.

Fig. 14. Radiant positions of possible omicron Eridanids (o) and those having
inclinations in the range 17–24° (double circle) in November, compared to the
mean radiant position (open square) and radiant drift for the omicron Eridanids
from Brown et al. (2010). A gray area indicates the expected radiant drift based on
the distribution of Southern Taurids (STA).

Twenty of the most southern radiants have an inclination between
17° and 24° (double circled). The eight most likely omicron Eridanids are positioned in the gray area. Of those, three were detected
in the period solar longitude = 218.8–220.9°, the remainder in the
period 231.6–234.7°. Brown et al. (2010) detected this shower over
the period 213–243°. The resulting mean orbit is in good agreement with that measured from the radar observations (Table 6).
Most signiﬁcantly, the semi-major axis of these orbits in a narrow
range of a = 4.07 ± 0.42 AU (Q = 7.6 ± 1.0 AU), suggesting a Jupiterfamily comet source with an aphelion just outside the orbit of Jupiter (Fig. 15).

Fig. 15. Omicron Eridanids (o, DSH < 0.25) in diagram of inclination versus aphelion
distance for all meteors observed in November with a radiant in range R.A. = 0–95°
and Decl. = 45° to +20°.
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The Zeta Cancrids (IAU#243) were ﬁrst identiﬁed in Jenniskens
(2006), but based on only seven photographed orbits. Compared to
the mean orbit derived from that, 23 CAMS meteors fall within
DSH < 0.25 (circled in Fig. 16). All but three were detected between
solar longitudes 228–235°. Their radiant is well separated from
that of the Orionids at this time of year. It is possible, however, that
these meteoroids have the same parent body, 1P/Halley. They have
the same inclination, but lower perihelion distance: q  0.44 versus q = 0.50–0.58 for the Orionids. For given perihelion distance,
they have a 6° lower longitude of perihelion. Parent of the Orionids,
comet 1P/Halley currently has q = 0.587 AU, increasing with time.
If the zeta Cancrids are in fact debris from Comet 1P/Halley, then
there is no real justiﬁcation for establishing a new meteor shower.
This may be determined from dynamical models, which are beyond the scope of this paper.
Not detected, for now, are the following CMOR showers: (1)
Showers that belong to the toroidal complex: the October kappa
Draconids (OKD, #387), the November delta Draconids (NDD,
#391), the November iota-Draconids (NID, #392), as well as the
rho Bootids (RBO, #393); and (2) showers that have their peak in
between our observing intervals: the chi Taurids (CTA, #388), the
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omega Eridanids (OME, #389), with a peak at solar longitude
234, and the alpha Canis Majorids (ACM, #394). The gamma Taurids (GTA, 285) have a nearby cluster, but that group is also close to
the southern Taurid radiant, which at that time seems split in two
groups (Fig. 12, lower right panel). Also not detected are the poorly
documented psi Aurigid (PAR, #244) and November nu Arietid
(NAR, #249) showers (Jenniskens, 2006). The Columbids (COL)
are at too high southern latitude to be efﬁciently observed.
5. Conclusions
The CAMS project has generated a large number of accurate orbits with the precision needed to help conﬁrm meteor showers in
the IAU Working List of Meteor Showers and to study the radiant
dispersion of annual showers such as the Taurids.
Security video servers were adapted and used to monitor as
many as 20 cameras per station, in order to scale up the number
of trajectories measured of visible meteors in the range +1 to +4
magnitude. A number of new techniques were applied to obtain
the highest possible accuracy. We worked with a relatively small
ﬁeld of view (20  30°), providing numerous stars for accurate
astrometry. We used the full 60 frames/s to obtain as many individual lines of sight measurements as possible.
We also expanded on techniques used to calculate an average
trajectory from those lines of sight, including the fact that we know
the relative time difference between the frames. To our knowledge
this is the ﬁrst time such a multi-parameter simultaneous model ﬁt
to spatial position versus time has been applied to meteor trajectory estimation. This is in contrast to the classical method to calculate the initial velocity vector via a least-squares ﬁt of the motion
of the meteoroid in the initial non-decelerating portion of the observed trajectory based on all station observations merged in time
as a separate processing step from the begin point and radiant
direction calculation. The new method gives a single best atmospheric trajectory solution from all the combined measurements
at once.
During the commissioning phase, 2169 orbits were measured
during 17 nights in the month of November 2010. The results were
veriﬁed against calculations with other software packages and
compared to the recent data obtained by the SonotaCo network,
ﬁnding good agreement.
A comprehensive stream search is pending completion of the
survey. Already, several proposed showers were conﬁrmed, including the theta Aurigids, the chi Taurids, and the omicron Eridanids.
The zeta Cancrids were also detected, but it is unclear at present
whether or not these meteoroids represent a shower separate from
the Orionids. The November iota Aurigids were created by combining the theta Aurigids and chi Taurids, and should be dismissed
from the IAU Working List.
In future work, we aim to deploy CAMS on the southern hemisphere. The system can also be adapted for meteor spectroscopy
surveys to study the elemental composition of meteoroids of different showers and within active showers. Improvements are possible for both the applied hardware and software.
The CAMS data will be semi-regularly submitted to the I.A.U.
Meteor Data Center. This paper may be referenced when that data
is used in future research. Please note that each data release will be
labeled with a version of the software used to do the reduction,
anticipating future improvements.
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